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OBJECTIVE

To assess the cost implications of diabetes prevention, it is important to know the
lifetime medical cost of people with diabetes relative to those without. We derived such estimates using data representative of the U.S. national population.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

We aggregated annual medical expenditures from the age of diabetes diagnosis to
death to determine lifetime medical expenditure. Annual medical expenditures
were estimated by sex, age at diagnosis, and diabetes duration using data from
2006–2009 Medical Expenditure Panel Surveys, which were linked to data from
2005–2008 National Health Interview Surveys. We combined survival data
from published studies with the estimated annual expenditures to calculate lifetime spending. We then compared lifetime spending for people with diabetes with
that for those without diabetes. Future spending was discounted at 3% annually.
RESULTS

The discounted excess lifetime medical spending for people with diabetes was
$124,600 ($211,400 if not discounted), $91,200 ($135,600), $53,800 ($70,200), and
$35,900 ($43,900) when diagnosed with diabetes at ages 40, 50, 60, and 65 years,
respectively. Younger age at diagnosis and female sex were associated with higher
levels of lifetime excess medical spending attributed to diabetes.
CONCLUSIONS

Having diabetes is associated with substantially higher lifetime medical expenditures despite being associated with reduced life expectancy. If prevention costs
can be kept sufﬁciently low, diabetes prevention may lead to a reduction in longterm medical costs.
With its increasing prevalence and high cost of treatment, diabetes places an enormous demand on the economic resources of the U.S. Approximately 20% of the
nation’s health care dollars go to treating people with diabetes (1). Annual per
capita medical spending for people with diabetes is more than two times that for
those without diabetes (1). Type 2 diabetes, which accounts for 90% to 95% of
diabetes cases, has been found to be preventable through lifestyle or pharmacological interventions (2–5). The high cost associated with diabetes suggests that
reducing incidence through prevention might lower lifetime medical spending and
alleviate some of the future economic burden of treating diabetes.
In many cases, chronic disease prevention has been found to be cost effective but
not cost saving (6). While prevention averts costs from treating the disease, it may
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also extend life expectancy and thus
could result in more years of health
care spending and possibly in greater
lifetime medical spending. Considering
the shortened life expectancy seen
with diabetes, it is unknown whether
lifetime medical costs for people with
diabetes exceed those of otherwise similar people without diabetes. Previous
studies of the economic consequences
of diabetes prevention (7,8) have
yielded mixed ﬁndings. Some studies
have suggested that preventing diabetes, like preventing some other chronic
diseases, would increase medical costs
in part because of increased life spans.
Other studies (9–12) have found that diabetes prevention would lead to substantial long-term cost savings, despite
the extended life expectancy. To assess
the cost implications of diabetes prevention, it is crucial to know lifetime
medical costs for people with diabetes
relative to those of people without diabetes. Knowing this would provide
a benchmark against which to measure
potential medical costs, if any, that
might be avoided by preventing incident
cases.
Previous studies of the cost of diabetes (1,13) have used cross-sectional data
and documented substantial economic
costs associated with diabetes within
a single year. Several studies (14,15)
also have used claims-based longitudinal data or retrospective data to examine the annual medical costs of diabetes
over a limited period of time after diagnosis. However, few national-level
estimates of the lifetime medical costs
of diabetes are available. The objective
of this study is to provide nationally
representative estimates of excess lifetime medical expenses attributable to
diabetes.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

We calculated excess lifetime medical
spending attributable to diabetes in
three steps. First, we estimated annual
medical spending by diabetes status using data from nationally representative
surveys. Second, based on published
data, we derived sex- and age-speciﬁc
annual survival rates by diabetes status
and used those to adjust the estimated
annual spending from step 1 to obtain
survival-adjusted annual spending.
Third, we aggregated survival-adjusted
annual spending over the predicted
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remaining life span. The resulting lifetime medical spending estimate was
compared by diabetes status to calculate the lifetime spending attributable
to diabetes.

Statistical Analysis

Data Sources

Estimating Annual Medical Spending by
Diabetes Status

We used data from the 2006–2009 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS),
which were linked to 2005–2008 data
from the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) to estimate annual medical
spending by diabetes status (16). MEPS
is a survey of a nationally representative
U.S. civilian noninstitutionalized population and is administered by the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality.
The MEPS sample is drawn from households that participated in the NHIS,
which is conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics. Each year,
a subsample of NHIS participants is randomly selected for inclusion in the following year’s MEPS; the sample is
retained in MEPS for 2 years. MEPS obtains information on participants’ use of
medical care and their medical spending, as well as information on demographics, socioeconomics, and health
conditions. Medical expenditures are
deﬁned as the payments that health
care providers receive from all payers
(including insurance providers, survey
respondents, and other sources). Insurance premiums are not included. Diagnosed diabetes was self-reported.
Because the NHIS includes information on age at diagnosis of diabetes, linking the surveys allowed us to estimate
diabetic patients’ medical spending by
their age at diagnosis and duration of
diagnosed diabetes at the time of the
survey response. We excluded respondents who either reported having diabetes in the MEPS but not in the NHIS (n =
366) or reported having diabetes and
starting insulin therapy before the age
of 30 years (n = 284). Individuals in the
latter group were excluded because
they likely had type 1 diabetes, for
which no effective prevention strategy
exists (17). Individuals in the former
group, while excluded from the basecase analyses, were included in the sensitivity analysis and assumed to have
incident diagnosed diabetes for a duration of ,2 years, which is the maximum
time between the beginning of one NHIS
data collection cycle and the end of the
corresponding MEPS data cycle. Our ﬁnal

A two-part model was used to estimate
the annual medical spending for all participants in the study. This model was
used to account for the positive skew
of nonzero values and the large proportion of reports of zero medical expenses
(18). In the ﬁrst part, we used logistic
regression to estimate the probability
of an individual having nonzero medical
expenses. In the second part, a generalized linear model with a log link function
was used to model the annual medical
spending given an individual with nonzero expenses. We performed a modiﬁed Park test and determined that
a gamma variance function for the generalized linear model was appropriate.
This variance function accounted for
variance increasing as medical spending
increased (18). In both parts of the
model, we included self-reported diabetes diagnosis, years living with diagnosed diabetes and its square, age and
age squared, and interaction terms between diabetes status and age and age
squared as explanatory variables (15).
We adjusted for sex, race/ethnicity, U.S.
region of residence (e.g., Southwest),
marital status, insurance coverage, educational attainment, and annual family income. We also adjusted for current
smoking and self-reported chronic medical conditions including high cholesterol,
arthritis, asthma, hypertension, and any
current cancer. To account for potential
changes in the costs of treating these
other chronic conditions due to the presence of diabetes, interaction terms between diabetes and those conditions
were included in the regressions. Details
of the regression models appear in the
Supplementary Data.
On the basis of the regression results,
we predicted the mean annual medical
spending of people with diabetes, stratiﬁed by sex, age at diagnosis, and diabetes duration, using the sample of only
individuals with diabetes. The medical
spending of people without diabetes
was predicted by using the same sample
of individuals with diabetes but setting
the value of the diabetes status variable
to zero. This counterfactual analytical

study sample included 2,827 respondents with diagnosed diabetes and
29,413 respondents without.
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method was used to ensure comparable
population characteristics between
those with and without diabetes. This
was done to isolate the effect of diabetes on health care expenses (19). The
standard errors for predicted mean annual medical spending were estimated
using 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap
iterations. All statistical analyses were
conducted using Stata version 12 (StataCorp., College Station, TX).
Adjusting for Differences in the Probability
of Survival

Diabetic patients are at a higher risk of
premature death. Therefore, we need to
account for the effect of different survival rates between people with and
without diabetes on lifetime medical
spending. To do this, we multiplied the
estimated annual spending by the probability of individuals surviving through
a given age. This allowed us to obtain
the survival-adjusted annual spending
for people with and without diabetes,
which then was aggregated over individuals’ remaining life spans. By comparing
the resultant lifetime spending of people without diabetes with that of people with diabetes, we obtained the
lifetime medical spending attributable
to diabetes.
We derived age- and sex-speciﬁc survival rates for people with and without
diabetes using mortality data from the
U.S. Census Bureau, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (20), and
two published studies of the relative
risks of mortality associated with diabetes over a range of ages. One of these
studies, by Saydah et al. (21), estimated
the relative risk of all-cause mortality for
people with and without diabetes using
mortality data from the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey. The
second, a more recent study by Gregg
et al. (22), found that relative risk had
signiﬁcantly declined over the previous
decade. We combined ﬁndings from
these two studies to estimate the relative risk of mortality for the study period. Technical details appear in the
Supplementary Data.
We used these estimates of relative
risk and Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention estimates (20) for total mortality among the general population to
derive the annual survival rates and life
expectancies of people with and without diabetes. We estimated life-years
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lost because of diabetes as the difference between life expectancies for people with diabetes and those without
diabetes (23).
We estimated the excess lifetime
spending for people diagnosed with diabetes at ages 40, 50, 60, and 65 years.
We set these upper and lower age limits
because a relatively small proportion of
diabetes cases are diagnosed before age
40, and 65 years is the age at which most
U.S. citizens become eligible for Medicare. In addition, to understand the cost
implications of Medicare, we estimated
excess medical spending due to diabetes
that occurred after age 65 for all patients regardless of age at diagnosis. In
particular, for those who were still alive
at age 65, we estimated and aggregated
their health care spending for each year
from age 65 years to the year of death.
All spending was adjusted for inﬂation
and expressed in 2012 dollars. Future
spending was discounted at 3% per
year. We also reported undiscounted
spending for comparison with the
results from existing cross-sectional
studies.
Sensitivity Analyses

We reestimated annual medical spending
by participants’ diabetes status, including
major diabetes-related cardiovascular
complications (self-reported)dcoronary
heart disease, stroke, and congestive
heart failuredas additional explanatory
variables in the two-part model. Because
diabetes is a risk factor for cardiovascular
diseases, we excluded those variables
from the base-case speciﬁcation to
prevent potential underestimation of
diabetes’ effect on medical spending.
However, many patients with cardiovascular disease do not have a history of
diabetes. By including those variables,
the sensitivity analysis provided a lower
bound for the medical spending attributed
to diabetes. In addition, to address the
uncertainty associated with the mortality
estimates, we reestimated lifetime
spending using the 2.5% lower and
97.5% upper conﬁdence limits for the
relative risk of mortality.
RESULTS
Population Characteristics

Table 1 presents the characteristics of
study participants by diabetes status.
The prevalence of participants with
diabetes in the study population was

7.4%, of whom 54% were diagnosed between the ages of 45 and 64 years. The
mean age at diagnosis was 55 years,
and the mean length of time since diagnosis was 9.4 years (39% of participants with diabetes had been
diagnosed for #5 years, 32% for 6–15
years, and 27% for $16 years). Adults
with diabetes were, on average, 11
years older; had lower income; were
more likely to be African American, Hispanic, and Native American; were more
likely to be less educated; and were
more likely to be covered by health
nsurance than people without diabetes. The observed annual medical
spending for people with diabetes was
$13,966dmore than twice that for
people without diabetes.
Estimated Annual Medical Spending
by Diabetes Status

Figure 1 shows survival-adjusted annual
medical spending after diagnosis, as
well as survival probabilities for people
with and without diabetes. Information
on medical spending without survival
adjustment appears in the Supplementary Data. Regardless of diabetes status,
the survival-adjusted annual medical
spending decreased after age 60 years,
primarily because of a decreasing probability of survival. Because the probability of survival decreased more rapidly in
people with diabetes than in those without, corresponding spending declined as
people died and no longer accrued medical costs. For example, among men diagnosed with diabetes at age 40 years,
34% were expected to survive to age 80
years; among men of the same age who
never developed diabetes, 55% were expected to survive to age 80 years. The
expected annual expenditure for a person diagnosed with diabetes at age 40
years declined from $8,500 per year at
age 40 years to $3,400 at age 80 years,
whereas the expenses for a comparable person without diabetes declined
from $3,900 to $3,200 over that same
interval.
The annual excess medical spending
attributed to diabetes, as indicated by
the average distance between the cost
curves of those with diabetes and those
without diabetes (Fig. 1), was smaller
among people who were diagnosed at
older ages. For men diagnosed at age
40 years, annual medical spending was
$3,700 higher than that of similar men
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Table 1—Characteristics of the U.S. population ‡30 years old with and without diagnosed diabetes
Diagnosed diabetes
(n = 2,827)

No diagnosed diabetes
(n = 29,413)

Mean age (years)

64.1 (63.4–64.9)

52.8* (52.5–53.2)

Female sex

54.1 (51.1–57.0)

55.2 (54.3–56.0)

Nonwhite

21.2 (18.7–23.7)

15.8* (14.8–16.8)

Family income less than 125% of federal poverty line

23.4 (21.2–25.5)

15.0* (14.3–15.7)

Less than high school education

11.9 (10.3–13.5)

5.1* (4.7–5.5)

Uninsured
History of cardiovascular disease

6.3 (5.2–7.4)
29.6 (26.8–32.4)

11.5* (10.9–12.0)
11.2* (10.6–11.8)

Mean age at diagnosis (years)

54.8 (54.0–55.5)

d

9.4 (8.9–9.9)

d

23.8
27.9
26.4
21.8

d
d
d
d

Mean annual medical spending, USD†

13,966 (12,892–15,040)

5,543* (5,332–5,755)

Mean annual medical spending by years since diagnosis, USD†
#5 years
6–15 years
$16 years

11,425 (10,108–12,742)
14,404 (12,910–15,898)
18,827 (15,184–22,471)

d
d
d

Characteristics

Mean time since diagnosis of diabetes (years)
Patients diagnosed by age range (years)
30–44
45–54
55–64
$65

Data are percentages unless otherwise indicated. 95% CIs are presented in parentheses. *Signiﬁcantly different (P , 0.01) compared with people
with diabetes. †U.S. dollars at 2012 value. Medical Expenditure Panel Survey weights were used to calculate the estimates. The values here were
calculated from linked data from the 2005–2008 National Health Interview Survey and the 2006–2009 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey.

without diabetes; spending was $2,900
higher for those diagnosed at age 50
years; $2,200 higher for those diagnosed at age 60 years; and $2,000 higher
for those diagnosed at age 65 years.
Among women diagnosed with diabetes, the excess annual medical spending
was consistently higher than for men of
the same age at diagnosis.
Lifetime Excess Medical Spending for
Diabetes

Table 2 summarizes life expectancy
after a diagnosis of diabetes, life-years
lost, and lifetime excess medical spending attributed to diabetes. People diagnosed with diabetes at age 40 years
lived with the disease for an average of
34 years after diagnosis. Those diagnosed when older lived fewer years
and, therefore, lost fewer years of life.
People diagnosed with diabetes at
age 40 years spent $124,600 more
($211,400 if not discounted) than their
counterparts without diabetes over
their remaining lifetime. For people diagnosed with diabetes at age 50 years,
the discounted lifetime excess medical
spending was $91,200 ($135,600 if not
discounted); for those diagnosed at age
60 years, it was $53,800 ($70,200); and
for those diagnosed at age 65 years, it

was $35,900 ($43,900). Excess lifetime
medical spending due to diabetes for
women was higher than that for men.
Regardless of age at diagnosis, people
with diabetes spent considerably more
on health care after age 65 years than
their nondiabetic counterparts. Health
care spending attributed to diabetes after age 65 years ranged from $23,900 to
$40,900, depending on sex and age at
diagnosis.
We further examined the components of medical spending attributable
to diabetes. Of the total excess lifetime
medical spending among an average diabetic patient diagnosed at age 50
years, prescription medications and inpatient care accounted for 44% and 35%
of costs, respectively. Outpatient care
and other medical care accounted for
17% and 4% of costs, respectively.
More details about spending components appear in Supplementary Table 4.
Sensitivity Analysis

Including major diabetes-related cardiovascular complications in the two-part
model decreased lifetime excess medical spending attributable to diabetes
by amounts ranging from $1,500 to
$25,000. This is because including those
variables diluted the marginal effect of

diabetes on medical spending, a ﬁnding
consistent with those of previous studies (15,19). We observed the largest reduction among women diagnosed at age
40 years. When we varied the relative
risk of mortality to the lower value of
the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the estimates, the lifetime excess medical
spending increased by up to $14,000
from the base case; at the upper value
it decreased by up to $20,000. When we
included in the analysis people who reported having diabetes in MEPS but reported having no diabetes in NHIS, the
lifetime excess medical spending decreased by up to $5,300. Detailed results
from the sensitivity analyses appear in
the Supplementary Data.
CONCLUSIONS

Despite a shorter life expectancy, people with diagnosed diabetes accumulated substantially greater lifetime
medical spending than similar people
without diabetes. The excess lifetime
costs were smaller for people diagnosed
at older ages, primarily because they
had a shorter remaining life expectancy.
Our lifetime estimates were somewhat higher than the direct medical
costs of treating type 2 diabetes and
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Figure 1—Average survival-adjusted annual medical expenditure (undiscounted) of people with diabetes diagnosed at age 40 (A), 50 (B), 60 (C), and
65 years (D) compared with similar people without diabetes. “Similar people” are deﬁned as those with the same values for the characteristics that
were included in our regression models. *Survival-adjusted annual medical expenditure was calculated by multiplying the probability of surviving to
a given age by the expected annual medical spending at that age. It measures how much a newly diagnosed diabetic patient expect to spend at that
age. Survival-adjusted annual medical expenditure in this ﬁgure is expressed in 2012 dollars but not discounted. DM, diabetes mellitus; NDM, no
diabetes mellitus. Annual medical spending was estimated by the authors using linked data from the 2006–2009 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey
and the 2005–2008 National Health Interview Survey. Survival rates were derived using the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention life table,
Saydah et al. (21), and Gregg et al. (22).
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Table 2—Life-years lost to diabetes and lifetime incremental medical spending attributed to diabetes
Age at
diagnosis
(years) by sex

Years with
diagnosed
diabetes

Life-years
lost because
of diabetes

Undiscounted
lifetime incremental
spending (SD), $

Discounted
lifetime incremental
spending (SD), $

Discounted spending
among those
aged $65 years (%)*

Women
40
50
60
65

36.5
28.2
20.1
16.4

6.2
5.6
4.9
4.4

239,100 (50,200)
154,000 (30,100)
80,500 (17,400)
50,600 (16,900)

138,100 (29,200)
101,800 (20,300)
60,800 (13,400)
40,900 (13,700)

35,900 (26)
39,900 (39)
41,400 (68)
40,900 (100)

Men
40
50
60
65

32.1
24.5
17.3
14.0

7.1
6.0
5.0
4.5

181,000 (38,400)
116,400 (23,200)
59,700 (13,700)
37,000 (13,400)

109,000 (23,300)
79,900 (16,200)
46,600 (10,700)
30,800 (10,900)

23,900 (22)
27,400 (34)
29,700 (64)
30,800 (100)

Both sexes
40
50
60
65

34.3
26.3
18.7
15.3

6.7
5.9
5.0
4.5

211,400 (39,600)
135,600 (20,800)
70,200 (11,300)
43,900 (12,300)

124,600 (22,400)
91,200 (13,500)
53,800 (8,500)
35,900 (9,800)

29,900 (24)
33,600 (37)
35,600 (66)
35,900 (100)

All spending, except the undiscounted lifetime spending, is presented in 2012 U.S. dollars. *The percentages were calculated by dividing the
incremental medical spending that occurred after age 65 by the lifetime incremental medical spending. Source: Linked data from the 2005–2008
National Health Interview Survey and the 2006–2009 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey and from published national vital statistics.

diabetes complications that we reported in a previous study (24). In that
study we assessed only medical resources
directly used to treat the disease, which
were based on an evidence-based simulation model. Because it lacked a nondiabetic cohort for comparison, that study
did not directly address the cost differences between people with and without
diabetes. Those with diabetes tend to
have higher medical costs because diabetes treatments are expensive. In addition, they may have higher costs because
they also are treating conditions not directly related to diabetes, such as
asthma. By directly comparing spending
by diabetes status, the current study accounts for the latter costs. We also found
that our estimated annual medical
spending was comparable with the results of studies (14,15) that considered
the effect of age at diagnosis and diabetes duration. However, compared with
previous cross-sectional studies (13,15),
our estimated annual medical spending
was lower. We think that this was primarily because we considered the effect
of the probability of survival. It may also
be because medical expenditures collected in MEPS do not include expenses
for long-term care.
Economic Importance of Diabetes
Prevention

Over the past three decades, the number of Americans with diagnosed diabetes has more than tripled, from 6 million
in 1980 to 21 million in 2010 (25). Given

the current size of the U.S. population
with diabetes, coupled with more than
79 million people with prediabetes who
are at a high risk of developing type 2
diabetes (26), our lifetime cost estimates suggest that medical spending associated with diabetes will add an
enormous burden to health care costs
and will persist for at least the next several decades. For example, in 2011
nearly 150,000 Americans were diagnosed with diabetes between the ages
of 65 and 69 years (27). Based on our
estimates, this cohort of patients with
newly diagnosed diabetes alone would
be expected to add $4.6 billion to future
medical spending, the majority of which
would be paid by Medicare. Without
effective diabetes prevention, increased medical spending due to diabetes will have a major ﬁscal impact on
Medicare. As Thorpe and colleagues
(28) suggested, the increasing prevalence of diabetes has been one of the
leading causes of the growth in Medicare spending.
Impact of Diabetes Prevention on
Costs

Cost is one considerationdbut certainly
not the only onedwhen implementing
diabetes prevention strategies. However, because cost is the focus of this
study, we address only the costs that
could potentially be avoided if a case
of diabetes is prevented. Knowing lifetime excess medical costs attributable
to diabetes provides a benchmark from

which to measure the maximum future
medical costs that could be avoided
by preventing diabetes. Assuming a
sufﬁciently low cost of prevention, the
substantial lifetime medical spending reported here implies that preventing diabetes would likely be an efﬁcient use of
health care resources. For example, prevention might avoid $124,600 in (discounted) lifetime medical spending if a
new case of diabetes can be prevented
at age 40 years. If prevented at age 50
years, (discounted) spending of $91,200
might be avoided over a lifetime. The
actual savings from intervention, if any,
certainly would depend on many factors.
First, to save costs, interventions must be
both effective at preventing diabetes and
durable. Second, the cost of preventing a
case of diabetes must be less than
the potential lifetime cost of diabetes. A
structured lifestyle modiﬁcation program
has been found to reduce the risk of diabetes by 50–58% (2,3). Furthermore,
emerging studies suggest that such risk
reduction could be achieved at a reasonably low cost (4). Our study adds to the
existing evidence and suggests a favorable
long-term ﬁnancial return from diabetes
prevention, if such prevention could be
implemented efﬁciently.
Our ﬁndings differed from those of
studies of the lifetime costs of other
chronic conditions. For instance, smokers have a lower average lifetime medical cost than nonsmokers (29) because
of their shorter life spans. Smokers
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have a life expectancy about 10 years
less than those who do not smoke
(30); life expectancy is 16 years less for
those who develop smoking-induced
cancers (31). As a result, smoking cessation leads to increased lifetime spending
(32). Studies of the lifetime costs for an
obese person relative to a person with
normal body weight show mixed results:
estimated excess lifetime medical costs
for people with obesity range from
$3,790 less to $39,000 more than costs
for those who are nonobese (33,34).
Two factors may help explain this difference: The impact of obesity on longevity
remains unclear (35), but diabetes is
known to be associated with a relatively
modest loss of life-years (22). Also, obesity, when considered alone, results in
much lower annual excess medical costs
than diabetes (–$940 to $1,150 for obesity vs. $2,000 to $4,700 for diabetes)
when compared with costs for people
who are nonobese (33,34).
Implications for Medicare

Because the prevalence of diabetes is
higher among people aged $65 years,
the potential impact of the cost of diabetes prevention is particularly relevant to Medicare. Our analyses suggest
that if diabetes could be efﬁciently prevented at age 65 years, $35,900 in medical spending could potentially be saved
over the remaining lifetime (excluding
prevention costs). Furthermore, similar
cost savings could potentially be
achieved by preventing diabetes at
even earlier ages (e.g., 60 years). Although preventing diabetes among the
current population aged $65 years
might immediately save money more,
investments in prevention among people who are currently younger than 65
years of age and who are at high risk for
type 2 diabetes may ﬁnancially beneﬁt
Medicare in the long run.
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for diabetes and other diseases differ
from those of current treatments. Second, because data on medical costs at
the age of death were not available from
our sources, we could not compare differences in those costs between people
with and without diabetes. However,
because people with diabetes have
a higher mortality, if they also have
higher medical costs associated with
death, the excess lifetime medical costs
of diabetes would be higher than those
indicated by our current estimates.
Third, diabetes status was self-reported.
We might have overstated the excess
lifetime medical spending of diabetes if
the excess costs for people with undiagnosed diabetes were less than those for
people with a diabetes diagnosis. On the
other hand, excess medical spending
might have been understated if undiagnosed patients incurred more spending
on diabetes complications in later
stages. Fourth, because of limitations
in the data, estimated survival rates
were not based on the duration of diagnosed diabetes. Finally, MEPS is limited to the civilian noninstitutionalized
population; therefore, spending for
people receiving long-term care for
disability-related reasons was not included in the analysis. Because people
with diabetes might be more likely to be
disabled, we might have underestimated the total lifetime spending.
Conclusion

Limitations

Knowing the lifetime medical cost of diabetes is critical to understanding the
long-term economic consequences of
diabetes prevention. We found that lifetime medical costs of diabetes remain
substantial, despite people with diabetes having shorter life expectancies than
those without diabetes. Thus, assuming
prevention costs can be kept sufﬁciently
low, effective diabetes prevention efforts would likely lead to a reduction in
long-term medical costs.

First, we used retrospective data to extrapolate estimates for future costs, assuming that current diabetes treatment
and the associated medical spending
would remain stable. Diabetes treatment costs might change because of advances in medical technologies and
increased longevity of people with diabetes. Our estimated lifetime excess
costs from diabetes may be biased if
the costs of future medical treatments
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